
ABOUT

Illuminating the microscopic world of the rivers, 
waterways and oceans through objects, music and big 
puppets.

The first Monster Soup illuminated big puppet 
parade was a participatory outdoor theatre event 
that examined the microscopic world of the River 
Thames in Nine Elms - Wandsworth. Local pupils 
from St George’s Primary and Griffin Primary 
schools participated in a workshop series at the Rose 
Community Centre (SW8 4DL). Young people 
designed and created their very own river monster 
lanterns, which they paraded alongside a giant toothy 
tadpole puppet called Arthur created by Puppets with 
GUTS.

Throughout the project the young people investigated 
the microscopic world of the Thames, a world 
unseen and a place that we all need to care for. The 
project encouraged local residents to explore newly 
regenerated public spaces and places unknown to 
them in their local area. Moving forward, we aim to 
use this concept to create further illuminated big 
puppets, lanterns, kites, kinetic objects and more 
based on the microscopic world. Using recycled 
materials found in waterways to create these 
monsters will be key to our engagement approaches.

The initial inspiration for the project began with a 
satirical Victorian image called Monster Soup, which 
highlighted the pollution in London’s drinking water. 
We were interested in “highlighting the ongoing issue 
London still has with its air and water pollution” in an 
engaging and positive way.
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MONSTER SOUP
A theatrical procession of big illuminated River Thames microbes
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WEEK ONE

Today during check in time, the children had a number 
of activities to occupy them. Some children opted to 
decorate an outline drawing of Arthur the giant River 
Monster, while others danced and did gymnastics. The 
PA was set up in the corner, and the music helped to 
focus the dancing. There was also a Mood Tree that we 
asked the children to complete - this helps us get an 
overview of the mood of the group prior to the session 
starting. 

The training warm up consisted of a rhythm exercise 
to get everyone moving together - the second version 
was more complicated, as the children needed to work 
out the pattern for themselves. They did this very 
quickly, and we all managed to move and make rhythm 
together successfully. 

There was a circle game with acting tasks - this gave 
the children a chance to start stretching their bodies 
and imaginations, without being too exposed in front of 
their peers, and later this fed into the shoaling exercise. 
The shoaling exercise consisted of the whole group 
moving together to various points in the room, and re-
turning ‘home’. There were a few stragglers, and a few 
who ran on ahead at points, but on the whole the group 
were able to move together as a collective body.

We then divided into three groups, with a facilitator 
for each group. The children had to devise a journey 
between the points, with an ‘event’ happening at each 
pathway point. The children very much led the ex-
ercise, giving their ideas for events, and there were 
some really effective ideas. After watching each group 
perform their journey, the children picked their fa-
vourite events, and we staged the new journey as whole 
group - this worked well, and we had some music to 
accompany it. 

After a break Ivan explained the next creative task, 
which was to look at actual water microbes and start 
designing their own fictional river monster. We asked 
the children to give their monster a mini-character 
profile, and then most of the children presented their 
monsters to the group one at a time.
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Quotes from the River Monsters Scientific Investigation Team

“That’s what a genius looks like!”
“The dead bodies in the thames make the water move like that, they make the waves.”
“I’ve collected some LURGIES!”
“We’re going outside!”
“Are we going to jump in the river?”
“GOODBYE MONSTERS!”
“There’s monsters in the river.”
“I couldn’t see the monsters last week, they were hiding.”
“My monsters are more clever.”
“Let’s be penguins.”
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WEEK TWO

The immersive atmosphere continued with pictures of microbes on the walls. The mood tree was a test tube 
with microbe shapes. There was a balloon activity and music playing that was more in line with the project. 
Ivan gave a re-cap on the rules. There was a reminder of Monster Soup and having a “Eureka” moment and 
the signals for a circle and silence. The first task for the children was to keep a plastic bag in the air by just 
using their breath. We then split off into pairs with the children taking it in turns to be either the plastic bag 
or the wind. The children embodied the elastic band exercise - a different kind of movement to the plastic 
bag. We tried the same exercise in two larger groups, and Vicky ‘shoaled’ the group around by blowing on 
them to move them around the space as a group. We divided into two smaller groups, and both groups worked 
on a journey using the two movement qualities to move between points in the space. There was a break and 
afterwards Batty the microbe lantern was re-introduced, and the frame of Arthur’s head (the giant tadpole) 
was revealed. We experimented with small led lights, led wire and Batty was lit up, and the children got their 
first taste of what the procession could look like when it’s all finished.

“I didn’t like it, I loved it!”
“Today scored a thousand out of a hundred.”
“10 out of 10.”
“It was amazing.”
“I loved the lights.”
“It’s cool.”
“Magical.”
“Arthur’s massive.”
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WEEK THREE

In today’s session we started by playing a rhythm game together, and after a re-cap on the rules, the children 
began making decisions on their own river monster. Calling out statement such as ‘My river monster is all one 
colour’ and then either swarming to the Agree or Disagree side of the room. The children contributed with 
some of their own statements. With some music the children started to work on embodying their monsters, 
and exploring how they move around the space. They wrote down some statements or did some drawings 
based on the decisions they had made. We added in questions like how does your microbe eat and how does it 
poo? We had a “range” of responses.

Ivan showed the lantern bases the microbes would be made from and the children selected the shape(s) they 
wanted to work with. More detailed microbe drawings. At the end of the session we brought the lights out, and 
had another try at swarming in the darkness. 

WEEK FOUR

Today’s session was focused on learning a choreographed dance routine for a section of the procession, and 
walking the route around the estate. Children who were not in the session last week were able to catch up with 
the selection and painting of their lantern microbes. 

“Great.”
“Fun.”
“Cool.”
“My monster has two heads and three poo holes.”
“My monster does rainbow poo.”
“What does swarm mean?”
“What is translucent? Is translucent different to transparent?”
“My monster is flexible and transformable.”
“My monster eats it’s poo.”
“My monster only pees.”
“Your monster must be constipated then.”

“Hot wings.”
“I didn’t put this blue dot here, but I like it.”
“It’s says here that I should go at the front.”
“We are dancing like Michael Jackson.”
“Hooray, the biscuits are back!”
“That’s where I live.”
“Can we do the show on Thursday so I don’t have to go to choir practise?”
“My mum protects me.”
“I’ve put two microbes in the test tube today.”
“You’ve finally spelled my name right!”
“I’ve been hopping all day.”
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WEEK FIVE

Vicky had made some mock-up lantern puppets for the children to practise with to walk the parade route. 
However, the whole session was taken up with finishing everyone’s lantern microbes - these are now done. 
Phew!

WEEK SIX

We began with a re-cap on the rules, and then started to piece together the procession in the studio. Focus 
was poor so we moved to outside and walked the actual stop off points in the procession. This took up all of 
the session and we rehearsed with the mock up lantern puppets, as the real ones were in storage, which was 
probably a good thing as the rehearsal puppets very damaged by the end of the session.

WEEK SEVEN - FINAL PARADE EVENT

Once the children arrived the session was very pleasant. There was a quick recap on the events of the evening 
with Ivan, then Vicky ran a physical warm up. Our children participated very well alongside other families 
who came to join the parade. There was a pre parade walk around the estates before 6pm with Arthur and 
the lantern puppets. This was a good chance to take photos and for the children to get used to handling their 
microbe lantern puppets. The walk was refreshing, and after some pizza, members of the public began to arrive 
at the ROSE at 6pm. We gave some spare lanterns to other children and families, so they could walk with 
us for the procession! Lots of excitement. Arthur got in position at the back of the ROSE, and Vicky lead 
the microbes around the front of the building and the parade began. A crowd had gathering in the ROSE 
courtyard- including the head of Wandsworth Council. The performance began and it was spectacular! A great 
way to finish to the Monster Soup project! Well done all.

“I’ve made a sea bee.”
“I want the tentacles to be fluffy.”
“The lanterns are going to gang up on Ivan.”
“When is Arthur coming to play?”
“I’m making two eyes and a mouth.”
“That’s where the poo comes out.”

“I liked it when Arthur chased me.”
“I like it when Charlotte gave Semerah a piggy back.”
“Bob delicately, we should all be bobbing along.”
“Mine’s drooping.”
“I know that tadpole isn’t real.”
“Where’s Arthur? He’s gone to bed now.”
“Can I dip my puppet in the water?”
“Where has the sea gone?”
“Are you called Marina because you work with marine life?”
“Can I wear your glasses?”
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“I want to do this when I’m older.”
“I’m sitting next to Charlotte.”
“Are you a scientist? When I grow up that’s what I want to be.”
“Can I have a go on Arthur’s tail?”
“What is the big fish? He was at my school earlier.”
“More bubbles, more bubbles.”
“We’re just bobbing here.”
“Microbes, follow me, we don’t know if he’s dangerous.”


